
Due to the contagious nature of the coronavirus, MACS and our host hotels will be following recommended guidelines during the 
MACS 2022 forums. Attendees of the forums will also be asked and expected to follow those recommendations. There is no 
guarantee that the precautions being taken will prevent a person from contracting the virus. By registering for and attending the 
forum, you acknowledge and agree that you are voluntarily assuming the risk of being exposed to or infected by COVID-19. You 
also understand that the risk of exposure or infection may result from the actions, omissions, or negligence of yourself and 
others, including hotel and MACS employees, other attendees of the forum, other guests, and families of any of these persons. 
Accordingly, you release MACS, its employees, agents, and representatives from any personal injury, disability, death, illness, 
damage, loss, claim, liability, or expense, of any kind, that you (and family members with you) may experience or incur in 
connection with your attendance at the forum or participation in any programming while attending (“Claims”). This agreement is 
to be interpreted, governed and enforced by the laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania without regard to its conflict of laws 
principles.

Any Personal Data (e.g., your name, company affiliation, address, phone number and email) provided to MACS is being used to 
process your requested registration and for contact purposes. Information on persons registered to attend the forum will be 
provided to the host hotel to ensure that each reservation related to the MACS event is acknowledged and counted by the host 
hotel. The list of convention attendees is also provided to exhibitors, who may want to follow up with attendees to offer 
information regarding their products or services. By submitting this registration form to MACS, you are consenting to usage of 
your Personal Data in the manners described above. 

View our privacy policy at www.macsmobileairclimate.org for what is Personal Data and about our use and storage of your 
Personal Data. 

PHOTO RELEASE:
By submitting this registration to MACS, you give your permission to the Mobile Air Climate Systems Association (MACS) to use 
your company/staff image for MACS publications that do not endorse any specific commercial product.

IMPORTANT! Residents of any of the countries which are part of the EU and the EEA will receive a separate form from our office 
concerning photo release and Personal Data.
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